Introduction and preliminaries
In this paper we study the cohomology of rank two reflexive sheaves on P\ with a particular attention for a simple kind of cohomology called "seminatural cohomology" [HH1] , which is the most natural "minimal cohomology".
A sheaf F is said to be "reflexive" if the natural map y -f^ is an isomorphism; there are several interesting reasons for studying such sheaves, explained for instance in (HA1) , where their principal properties arc exposed. In particular, reflexive sheaves can give informations about new curves, they "arise naturally from vector bundles of higher rank", and 72 G. BOLONDI they arise naturally also **in the study of rank-two vector bundle on P 3 " (see the "reduction-step^-construction of [HA1] and [HA2] ).
Since these sheaves are interesting mainly when their sections are smooth curves, Hartshorne and Hirschowitz introduced the notion of "curvilinear sheaf, that is a sheaf such that a suitable twist has smooth sections.
Our problems can be shortly formulated in this way: given a triple of integers (c? c^ €3), find, if it exists, a stable reflexive sheaf on P 3 having seminatural cohomology and Chern classes (Ci, c^ €3). In particular, for fixed (Cp c^), determine M[(c^ c^)]=maximum of the set of all €3 such that there exists a sheaf with seminatural cohomology and Chern classes (Cp c^ €3). These problems are closely related to those ones studied in [HHl] .
We introduce the notion of arithmetically normal sheaf: a rank-two curvilinear reflexive sheaf ^ on P 3 is said to be arithmetically normal if /^(P 3 , ^(0=0 Vt. Suitable twists of an arithmetically normal sheaf have sections that are arithmetically normal curves. The main reason for introducing this notion is the following one: we can define a piecewisc linear function m ((c? c^)] (whose asymptotical behaviour is (4/3) c 3^) such that if jF has seminatural cohomology, then it is arithmetically normal if and only ifw(ci(^), c^))^c^ (^) .
In this way we can study the problem of determining the largest possible €3 for sheaves with seminatural cohomology by using the results of Gruson and Peskinc about the numerical characters of the arithmetically normal curves.
We define another piecewise linear function Af(Cp Cj) (with M(c^ C2>-^(43)c 32 and M-m^c\ 2 ) such that if ^ has seminatural cohomology then c^(.^)^M (c,(^), c^(^)). Moreover, we determine all the existing arithmetically normal sheaves with seminatural cohomology; in particular we sec that if c^€[m{c^c^ MtCpC^)], then there exists an arithmetically normal sheaf with seminatural cohomology and Chern classes (c,, c^ €3). So, €3 = M (Cp c^) is the answer to the question of determining the largest possible third Chern class of a curvilinear sheaf with seminatural cohomology.
As another consequence, we get all the triples of Chern classes (Cp c^, €3) for which there arc two different kinds of seminatural cohomology. This gives us examples of reducible spaces of moduli of curvilinear sheaves with seminatural cohomology.
Our results suggest to state the following conjecture: given a triple (Ci,^^) with C3<M(Ci,C2), Ci=0, -1, (Ci,C2, C3)^(-l, 2,0) or (-1,4,0) (see [HH1] ), C3=CiC2mod2, there exists a stable curvilinear sheaf of rank-two on P 3 with seminatural cohomology and Chern classes (Ci, €2, €3).
Remark that existence results [in a different range of (c,, €3)] for sheaves with seminatural cohomology have been proved by Hartshome and Hirschowitz, and will appear in a forthcoming paper. In another paper we prove our conjecture for c^ ^ 10, and we construct sheaves with seminatural cohomology and exactly one group H i (P 3^y (t) ) different from zero. P 3 always means P 3 , where k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. We always use normalized sheaves (that is with Ci=0, -1). We often write ^(^(n)) and h 1 (^ {n)) instead of H 1 (P 3 , y(n)) and h 1 (P 3 , ^(n)).
Our general references about reflexive sheaves will be [HA1] and [HA2] (in particular for the well-known correspondance sheaves-curves). DEFINITION 1.1. -Let y be a rank-two reflexive sheaf on P 3 . Then y is said to be curvilinear if it has the following property: If ^ {s} is globally generated, then the zero set of a general section of f(s) is a smooth curve. DEFINITION 1.2.-Let f be a rank-two torsion free sheaf on P 3 with c^ = 0, -1. y has seminatural cohomology if for every n ^ -2 -(c^ (y)/2] ([ ] means the integral part) at most one group H*(^(n)) is different from zero. Remarks 1.3. -If V has seminatural cohomology, then the zero set of a section of V (p) is of maximal rank {see [BE] ).
The condition n^ -2-[ci(;F)/2] is necessary in order to get a good definition, indeed, if for every integer n at most one of the groups H^^W) is different from zero, then necessarily f is locally free [HH1] , and the problem is completely solved in [HH1] .
It is known that if y has seminatural cohomology. then it is stable. except in four cases [BOL] .
We need the properties of the spectrum of a reflexive sheaf. We collect here the results needed later, whose proofs are in [HA1] 
Arithmetically normal curves and arithmetically normal sheaves
We want to determine the largest possible €3 for a sheaf with seminatural cohomology, thus bounding the range of Chern classes of these sheaves. So, we want to study the behaviour of this kind of cohomology if c^c^ in particular we are interested in the range where x(^(n))^0 for every n^ -2-c^. So, we use arithmetically normal curves, and our basic results are Gruson-Pfeskine's ones. DEFINITION 2.1. -A rank-two reflexive sheaf y on P 3 is said to be arithmetically normal if it is curvilinear and H 1 (P 3 , y (n))=0 for every n.
Remark 2.2. -For a suitable twist, the sections of an arithmetically normal sheaf are arithmetically normal curves. It is easy to see that if Y is integral this sequence is without gaps. Moreover, there is an important theorem: THEOREM 2.4 (GPj. -Let (n<)o<.<»-i be a decreasing sequence of integers such that n, < n.^ i + 1 (i ^ 5 -2) and s^n, , Then there exists an arithmetically normal curve in P 3 with numerical character (w,)o^^,_p Now, if f is a reflexive sheaf with seminatural cohomology and €3 is large compared with c^, X(*^CP))^O for every p^ -2. So, if we take a section of ^(n), n^O, whose zero set Y is twocodimensional, we get an exact sequence The following proposition tell us the numerical character of a suitable section of a sheaf with seminatural cohomology. 
H^MT^ s, is f/ie number of elements equal to i in the numerical character ofY.
Remark 2.6 ~ It is also possible to compute the numerical characters of the sections of the further twists of .F, and thus to obtain the relation between the numerical characters of two curves which are sections of two different twists of the same reflexive sheaf.
Proof. -First of all. we prove that p^ -1. In fact, y has seminatural cohomology. so (BOL] , {a} it is stable, and then ^°(.^=0 (and /^O),
if it is an exception to stability, and p^ -1. By duality, ^(.^(r))^ if r^-3. Then ^(^+3) is globally generated (thanks to Castelnuovo-Mumford's lemma).
Let /€//°(^(p-h3)) be a general section: its zero set V is a CohenMacaulay curve, generically locally complete intersection, with /I'C^yCO^OVr. 1" fact . since x(^(0)^0 Vf^-1, we have h 1 (j^(r))=0 Vr, and we have an exact sequence
Moreover,
So, s=2^-h4, where s is, following [GP] , the minimal degree of a surface containing V. Moreover,
But we have an exact sequence
In the same way we get
nd hence^s -xC^-D^x^OO+l.
An analogous result holds if Ci == -1. Proof. -The proof is exactly as in 2.5; we only have to consider the sequence
LEMMA 2.8. -Let y be a coherent sheaf with Ci=0, am/ to (t+l)((+2)^C2<0+2)(^3). 7^nx(^(0) s= ™"{x(^(^))h^-2}.
Proof. -Let
/(x)= -C3-(x+2)C3+ -(x^l)(x+2)(x+3). xeR.
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Then f(x)^x 2^4 x^(n/3)-c^ and /'(x)=0 if x=-IK^+l/S) 172 . So the relative maximum of/(x) is obtained for some x< -2. In order to prove our lemma, it is sufficient to prove that x(^(0)^X(^(^-1)) and x (y (t)) ^ X {f 0 +1)). But it is now easy to check that 1 ; therefore the Euler characteristic of f(n), n> -2, is always equal to h°(f(n)) or ^(.^(n)) (there is no A 3 thanks to Serrc duality), that is it is non negative. Conscrvcly, if f has seminatural cohomology and X(^(n))^0, Vn^ -2, then ^(.^OO^O, Vn^ -2, but this implies that the spectrum of f is strictly negative; therefore h 1 (^ (n))=0, Vn. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
Remark 2.14. -The asymptotical behaviour of m is (4/3) c^2.
Non existence of sheaves with seminatural cohomology and large ^3
Now we want to give bounds for the Chern classes of a reflexive whcaf, in order to determine the existence of the non-existence of a sheaf with those classes and seminatural cohomology. When we express €3 in terms of €2, the bounds that we find are not defined by polynomials, but by "piecewise linear" functions, whose asymptotical behaviour is easy to compute. The edges of these piecewise linear curves arc usually in the points corresponding to the values c^^+r (if Ci=0) or c,=f 2 (if Ci = -1), where r is a nonnegative integer. Proof. -{u) Lei us supposec3>(2f+5)c2~(l 3)U ^ 2)(2r -9» Firsi of all, we prove that x (.-F (n)) > 0, V n > ~ 2. Since ARITHMETICALLY NORMAL SHEAVES 81 X (;P (t)) =min(x (.?'(")) | n>-2}.
it is enough to check this for x (^ (t)); that is to check that C3>(2r+4)c,-(2/3)(r+l)((+2)(t+3). Take a general section of ^ {t -^ 3} (which is globally generated); its zero set V is a smooth curve with ^(^y^O (since ^(.^(-f-^^Ol; therefore V is connected. With the notations of prop. 2.5, f «^p and s^^.^'yi(y (t)}>Q. Moreover.
So the cohomology of f is
by hypothesis. Since it must be non negative, we get $^,«0. But this implies s^^^^O too, since A,,^>O and the numerical character must be We claim that this is strictly positive. In fact,
This is a contradiction.
(b) Since 0<h°(y (t))^^(y (t)\ we have l c^(t+2)c^(\/3)(t^\)(t^2)(t^3)^\,
thatisc3^ (2r+4) 
Let us suppose c^>(2t^3)c^-(\/3)t(t^ l)(2r+7).
Take a section of ^(r-h2) whose zero set is a smooth curve V. With the notations of proposition 2. 5, p=f-1. This completes the proof.
We have a similar result if c^ == -1.
PROPOSITION 3.2.-Let 3F be a curvilinear reflexive sheaf with Chern classes (-1. c^, €3) and let (t -h 1 ) 2 < c^ < (t + 2) 2 (r > 1). Iff has seminatural cohomology then either
or (b) h°(y(t))^0, and either
Proof. -The proof of this proposition is almost identical to the proof of proposition 3.1; therefore it is omitted. DEFINITION 3.3. -Let r^l be an integer and c^ an integer such that (^Z) 2 -!^^^) 2 -!. We put M(0,c,)=(2t+5)c,-(l/3)(t+l)((+2)(2r+9).
Let now c, be an integer such that r 2 -^-^^)^^2-^^!!^). We put^( -^^^(^^--(l^Kt-hl^r^lOr^).
PROPOSITION 3.4.-Let t^\ be an integer and c^ an integer such that 0-hl)(r+2)^C2<0+2)(r+3). Then
Proof. -It is enough to check that
PROPOSITION 3.5. -Let t > 1 be an integer and c^ an integer such that
So we can summarize 3.1 and 3.2 with the following COROLLARY 3.6.-Let y be a normalized rank-two curvilinear reflexive sheaf on P 3 with seminatural cohomology. Then
c,(y)^M(c^y\c^)).
Remark 3.7. -The asymptotical behaviour of this bound is c^W3)ci 12 .
Existence of reflexive sheaves with seminatural cohomology
In this chapter we construct arithmetically normal sheaves with seminatural cohomology, that is we work in the range where ^(^(n))^0, Vn^ -2. We reverse the construction of propositions 3.1 and 3.2 using the fact that every numerical character without gaps is effective for some smooth curve Y.
The first result of this kind is the following one:
PROPOSITION 4.1. -Let (r-hl)(r+2)^C2<0+2)(r+3), with r^l, and let so C3>(2r+4)c2-(2/3)(r-hl)(r+2)((+3), and this is equivalent to say that x (y (t)) > 0. Moreover, 
We have seen that Moreover, s^^+s^^+Sa^^r+2. So this character is without gaps and s=2r-h2 (with the notations of [GP] ).
By means of easy but tedious computations we get the degree and the genus of the curve V.
We want to consider an exact sequence By Scrrc duality, this implies A^(^'(/?))=0 at least for p^ -2. Moreover, h 2^ (/?))= 0 for p^t, since
is exact, and ^(./y^-hr-t^))^1 (^y(p-hr-h2))=0, V/^r. Therefore the cohomology of ^ is given by the diagram 
But
(2f+4)c3-(2/3)(r+l)(r-h2)(r-h3) >2(r-+-3)c2-(2/3)(r+l)(r 2 +8f+18)-2.
In fact, (2f-h4)c2-(2/3)(r+l)(r^2)(r+3)-(2f4-6)c2
(2/3)(r+l)(r 2 +8t-^18)-2=2(r 2 +5(+6-C2)>0
since C2<r 2 -^5r-^6.
So we put^^-X^O)) S2,.5 s= X(^(^n)-3(x(^(0))^l^X^O -S^l^xG^O-l^-X^O))) and we choose a smooth arithmetically normal curve with numerical character (we have verified that it is without gaps) We consider the exact sequence 0-^p3(-r-3)-^-^y((+3)-^0
(as before, this is possible) and we get a reflexive sheaf with Chern classes (0, c^ €3), which is curvilinear if we suitably choose the section of the twist of Oy. y has seminatural cohomology:
H°(y(p))=0
if p^t 2 (^^(P))=0 if p^t^\. Proof (sketch). -Take a smooth arithmetically normal curve with numerical character 2r^5 --2f+5, 2r-h4, . . ., 2r-4-4. 2/^3.
. ;r^3 5^5 times 5^+4 times 5^3 times
